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A Congregational Plan to be the Church 

and the Body of Christ during the Pandemic  

 

While sheltering at home during this unprecedented time we anticipate images of FUPC members 

united and celebrating the pandemic’s end. We hope for a sanctuary full of laughter and greetings 

mixed with the comfort of worship. Yet, we know, the return to in-person ministry must be gradual and 

carefully planned.   

 

We know that for the foreseeable future COVID-19 will dictate our visions and reality. The Session 

has approved the following plan consisting of a set of Good Faith Conditions and defined plans to 

guide our re-entry. We will move through these plans based on guidance from national, state and 

local sources as well as the specific needs of the FUPC congregation.    

 

Good Faith Conditions:  

1. High risk individuals (people over 60 and those with underlying health conditions) should feel 

comfortable and be supported to shelter at home during all plans. 

2. Social distancing and use of face masks (for ages 3 and up) will be required whenever at 

church to protect all.  Additionally, all attendees will monitor their own wellness, never 

attending if symptomatic or if they have knowingly been exposed to anyone with symptoms or 

who has tested positive for COVID-19.  Best hygiene practices should always be followed, 

including no-touch greetings, adjusted collection of offering, and the suspension of group 

singing and any/all practices that increase touch or the spread of potentially infectious 

respiratory droplets. 

3. The building will be cleaned regularly and between user groups with special attention to high-

touch surfaces.  Proper supplies will be available for those who are involved in the cleaning. 

Hand sanitizer and masks (for individuals that forget theirs) will be available once services 

resume. Bathroom and kitchen procedures will be clearly defined and posted.   

4. Fluidity between these plans will be essential and be based upon full communication between 

members, Session, and our community for the well-being of all.  

5. The criteria for moving between plans will include but not be limited to: declining case counts, 

availability of testing, contact tracing, vaccine, and recommendations from government 

agencies regarding gatherings.  

6. In each plan, the church’s ministry will continue. As outlined in the Book of Order, the Session 

leads the church’s witness. Worship, outreach, pastoral care and Christian education will 

continue as outlined in the defined plans listed below.   

7. This is a living document that will be updated as new information is learned and new ideas are 

shared. 

 

As this congregation prepares to resume in-person activities, please know that we present these 

plans based upon careful discussion and discernment, with an abundance of caution and concern for 

all, and especially for those who are most vulnerable. We will continue to make decisions based upon 

the best scientific knowledge at our disposal, in the spirit of constant prayer, and with full trust in the 

grace of Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit.    

 

Sincerely,   

First United Presbyterian Church Session Members 
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After further documented improvements in community health conditions, receiving explicit approval from the 
Session, and adhering strictly to our Good Faith Conditions, FUPC may move between the following plans. 
Only by action of the Session does the church move from one plan to another. 
 

Remote 
Plan 

 
 

● Continue holding online worship services only 
● Bible studies, life groups, and meetings continue to meet online 
● Limited office functions to ensure essential operations 
● Encourage electronic/mailed giving 
● Life rituals (weddings, funerals, confirmations, baptisms) handled on a case-by-case basis with 

careful coordination between pastors and Session. 

Outside 
Plan 

● In-person worship may occur in some format outdoors with attendance restrictions in 
compliance with state recommendations. Online worship continues as well. 

● No meetings before/after worship on Sundays to simplify entry/exit flow of people 
● Masks and social distancing between family units required for all group activities 
● Greeters/Ushers will maintain social distance and offer guidance by pointing. Announcements 

and instructions to guide participants will be done with signs and amplified verbal instructions 
● No congregational singing or hospitality/fellowship time 
● No childcare, no Children’s Chapel and no in-person Sunday School for all ages  
● No shared food but people may bring food or drinks for their own consumption 
● Bible studies, life groups and small group meetings (less than 50 people per group) could take 

place at church in approved designated outdoor areas based on social distancing criteria but 
each group is encouraged to meet online if possible. Masks required for any in-person outdoor 
gatherings. Multiple groups meeting at same time must have separate entry/exit locations and 
maintain complete separation. 

● Health screenings (questionnaires and no-contact temperature checks) required for all 
gatherings larger than 10. Supplies for this will be made available in advance. 

● Life rituals (weddings, funerals, confirmations, baptisms) handled on a case-by-case basis with 
careful coordination between pastors and Session 

Inside 
Plan 

● In-person worship in sanctuary with socially distanced seating and attendance restrictions in 
compliance with state recommendations. Online worship continues as well. 

● No meetings before/after worship on Sundays to simplify entry/exit flow of people 
● Masks and social distancing between family units required for all group activities 
● Greeters/Ushers will be minimal, maintain social distance, and offer guidance by pointing. 

Increased signage and amplified verbal instructions used for clarity 
● No congregational singing or hospitality/fellowship time 
● No childcare, no Children’s Chapel and no in-person Sunday School for all ages  
● No shared food but people may bring food or drinks for their own consumption  
● Bible studies, life groups and small group meetings (less than 50 people) could take place at 

church in approved designated areas based on social distancing criteria but each group is 
encouraged to meet online if possible. Masks required for any in-person gatherings. Multiple 
groups meeting at same time must have separate entry/exit and maintain complete separation. 

● Health screenings (questionnaires and no-contact temperature checks) required for all 
gatherings larger than 10. Supplies for this will be made available in advance. 

● Office functions resume as normal 
● Life rituals limited to numbers that can maintain defined social distancing requirements 
● Building use by the community limited to case-by-case review by the Session and agreement 

that mask wearing, health screening, and social distancing criteria will be practiced 

All Clear 
Plan 

 

● Face masks per individual preference, sanitizer available 
● Group singing resumes, social time resumes, ushers/greeters return 
● No group size limitations or shared food restrictions 
● Continue online worship options 
● Building use opened to the community  
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First United Presbyterian Church 
 A Congregational Plan to be the Church and the Body of Christ during the Pandemic 

Suggested Operational Procedures and Planning Considerations 

 

Remote Plan Specifics (Online/Phone worship, building closed) 
● Plan and carry out online worship weekly 

● Explore a method to gather attendance information on those that are joining virtually -- 

members and those that are new to FUPC.  

● Identify members of FUPC who are not joining virtually and reach out to these folks 

● Establish other communication and check-ins with people who are unable to join online 

worship, alone, or otherwise vulnerable during this time 

● Where possible, the missions and ministries of the church will find a way to be active in a 

remote, virtual, or other form 

● Assist life groups and other small groups who want to continue to meet via Zoom or other 

remote methods 

● Provide regular formal and informal communications with members on the status of the church 

during this season, being transparent in how decisions are being made and on the basis of 

what resources are available. 

 

 

 

Outdoor Plan (Outside worship, some in-building meetings) 
 

Outdoor Plan Preparation Tasks  

● Diagram seating options for services outside  

● Small group worship might be an alternative to explore  

● Prepare for risk-reduction measures in the church building such as increased 

sanitation/cleaning and hygiene                                       

● Acquire 3-6 no-contact thermometers for checking temperature and develop health screen 

questionnaire 

● Identify a plan for managing the flow of folks as they gather (maintaining social distancing)  

● Recruit ushers/greeters and other support roles to direct people (cannot assume regular 

worship ushers can do these roles) 

● Training run for new usher/greeter roles before the service 

● Identify parking areas for those that will remain in their cars for outdoor worship and instruct 

ushers on procedures 

● Secure speaker system and projection screens as needed 

● Prepare posters to position around the church that list the symptoms of the virus and risk 

factors asking folks that fit the criteria to respectfully leave and stay home 

● Make sure that the following items are available: hand sanitizer, masks, wipes, etc.  

● Map out areas in and around the church that would be approved for small group meetings 

(patio, pavilion, parking lot, or other outside spaces) 

● Investigate technology needed to allow for streaming of small groups so that move to in-

person does not exclude those who participate remotely  

● Explore safe and appropriate ways to conduct the service of communion in a way that allows 

for physical distancing and reduces close contact (limit the number of people coming into 
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contact with the elements as they are prepared and served, ask servers to sanitize their hands 

immediately before distributing the elements; doing so in view of the congregation may help in 

reducing anxiety, let the bread be given by the server to the worshiper and continue using 

small cups of prepared juice or use pre-packaged elements). May decide to have people bring 

their own communion elements. 

● Establish a plan to get contact information from all attendees to worship, meetings, or small 

groups 

● Determine health screening (questionnaires and no-contact temperature checking) that will be 

used before admitting anyone to worship, meetings, or small groups 

● Have available hand sanitizer, face masks, sanitizing wipes (prefer individuals provide own 

when possible) 

● Disinfect surfaces before and after meetings 

● If the services are outside, encourage participants to bring their own chairs or blankets   

● Identify parking spots that can be used by those that prefer to stay in their cars 

● Identify seating areas to help people with social distancing 

● Depending on the outside temperature, move the Sunday Service to an earlier morning time or 

an early evening 

● When meetings are held outside the building on the property, identify a person in charge of 

cleaning and sanitizing restrooms before and after if they are used 

● Establish no-touch practices for greeting each other (bowing, American Sign Language, etc.)  

● Establish ways for no-hands collection of the offering (baskets or a box placed at the entrance 

and exit locations.   

● Offering counters will wear gloves when in contact with the money/checks. 

 

 

Indoor Plan (Worship in Sanctuary and activities in the building) 
 

Indoor Plan Preparation Tasks 

● Outline a sanctuary seating chart that allows for social distancing 

● As there will be no printed bulletins available, look at options to project worship components, 

upcoming events, etc. 

● Identify a plan for managing the flow of folks as they enter the sanctuary to maintain social 

distancing. Establish a door to enter and a door to exit. Prop doors open during worship 

● Prepare new training for indoor procedures with new greeters/ushers and any other new 

support roles needed 

● Map out areas in and around the church that would be approved for small group meetings 

(Sanctuary, Chapel, Eversull Hall, Cornell Commons, gym, patio, pavilion, parking lot, or other 

outside spaces). Establish cleaning procedures for before and after these meetings or 

gatherings 

● Continue the offering, communion, counting and other procedural adjustments making any 

necessary adjustments for inside venue 

● Establish a plan to get contact information from visitors for follow up (i.e., instead of fellowship 

pads.) 

● Remove Bibles, hymnals and sign-in books and store until it is safe to have these out 

● Dismiss from worship in stages to avoid crowding 

● Suspend the use of the childcare due to the difficulty of sanitizing all surfaces and items   
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● Continue to offer online options for those that don’t feel comfortable in attending in-person.  

Respect their decision  

● Groups, teams and committees may meet in person while, in some cases, still offering the 

online option    

● Put a team in place to regularly sanitize and clean areas of the church before and after church 

use 

 


